Meat Market Rules
Bottoms arrive between 16hr-17hr, one hour before the tops. They are completely naked
except for shoes (preferably boots or sports shoes). Harnesses are allowed.
They are given a hood which covers the entire head (except mouth) and must be kept on at all
times (except during breaks).
Tops arrive between 17-18hr. They are preferably naked but may also wear jocks, underwear,
sportswear, chaps or fetish wear (no street wear).
Bottoms may not refuse a top but must allow himself to be fucked or felt up by him. Bottoms
are not allowed to move around the room, they must remain in their positions. Every time a
bottom gets fucked by a different top he gets a mark. The bottom with more than 25 marks
wins free entry to the next party.
Bottoms and tops may not change roles during the evening. Tops are not allowed to fuck
other tops, bottoms are not allowed to fuck other bottoms.
Marshalls ensure safe sex and that the rules are obeyed. They look after the bottoms giving
them drink and toilet breaks.
Safe Sex Policy
Like all parties in Church, we want this party to be safe. However we realize that not all men
can or will use condoms all the time. To keep this party as safe as possible we have the
following rules: Bottoms with white hoods indicates that condoms MUST be used at all
times. New condoms every time you fuck.
Marshals will check that fresh condoms are always used, however the final responsibility lies
with the bottoms (their hands are free so we advise them to feel that condoms are being used
when they are being fucked).
Anyone trying to fuck a bottom with a white hood without a condom will be removed and
permanently banned from the party.
Bottoms with red hoods may get fucked without condoms. Red hoods cannot refuse tops who
want to fuck them with condoms.
Frequently Asked Questions
Does Church have a douche area (een ruimte voor anaal spoelen)?
Yes you can douche in our toilet cubicles. Disposable douche hoses are available for €3 at the
coat check. Our taps are temperature controlled so you can use warm water.
Can bottoms leave early or do you have to wait till the party ends?
Bottoms (and tops) are free to leave at anytime. Please raise your hand and a volunteer will
assist you to the coat check & exit area.
As a bottom am I allowed to take my hood off?
We recommend you remove your hood when going up or down the staircases. You can also
have your hood off in the rest area. All other times you must keep your hood on.

